
Magazine concept and business plan 

(Joe Christmas, Davina Merchant, Hannah Rought, James Thompson) 

 

Name 

Spoon 

Subject matter 

Lifestyle magazine that crosses gender boundaries in relationships 

Category 

Consumer 

Readership 

 18-30 

 In a relationship or living with someone  

 Graduates, first professional job at the beginning of their career 

 Urban life- they live and work in cities 

 Income bracket- £20-40k 

 Category: BC1 

 They do their food shopping at Sainsbury’s or middle of the range stores.  

 For clothes they shop on the high street at places like Topshop, Zara,  

 When they eat out they go to places like Pizza Express, Nandos, they have enough disposable 

income for a coffee at Starbucks or Costa and will buy lunch from Pret. They would buy an M 

and S Dine in for £10 deal.  

 TV programmes: they have a Netflix subscription so regularly watch boxsets and reality TV 

series such as Made in Chelsea and The Only Way is Essex 

 They go on cultural city breaks 

 Aspirational- couples they aspire to be like Millie Mackintosh and Professor Green, David 

Mitchell and Victoria Cohen 



 Up to date with current affairs, they would have an opinion on a wide range of topics from 

the Paris attacks to Nigel Farage and the Dapper Laughs controversy.  

 Active on social media across multi-platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 

Pinterest 

 They want to know how to lead a richer, better, fuller and more meaningful life  

Editorial Mission Statement  

Spoon’s mission is to reflect and influence the millennial conversation for both men and women. 

Defined by wit, authoritative voice and a playful approach to gender and relationships with 

intelligent, in-depth writing that is guided by popular culture.  

Print or Digital? 

Primarily print with an online presence.  

Print: High quality, clean images, sharp. A piece of art.  

Website: Specific online content such as listicles. It will designed so that it is easily viewed on mobile 

devices. 

Social Media: Social media will be used to create a loyal community that come back to the brand. A 

big twitter presence with hashtags on every print article to join a conversation online. Instagram and 

Pinterest will be used to develop and reflect the brand values. Facebook will be used to promote 

articles. Across social media we will be searching for user-generated content for both in the magazine 

and online.  

App: We will look to expand to develop an app so that people can access on tablets. 

Cover 

Clean, sharp images, preferably in black and white to stand out on the newsstand.  

One single intimate image of a couple, most likely a celebrity couple.  

Content Ideas  

Interview: A couple. A high profile couple, questions will be based around a topical issue that we will 

be discussing in that particular month (general election).  

Feature 1: General Election focussed feature (relevant because the election is one month later). 

Couples who vote differently, couples who are in politics together. Potential interviewees: Ed Balls 

and Yvette Cooper, Rushcliffe Green party candidates. 

Feature 2: Science based feature on a new gender based study  

Column: The Third-Wheel (who is the third-wheel in the relationship this month, not necessarily a 

person but it could be the gym, Netflix or a PlayStation and the impact it has). 

Round-up: #datenight Why now? Orange Wednesdays comes to an end this year so people need 

alternative ideas.  

Advice column: Advice for him and advice for her on readers issues specifically to do with sex.  

True life story: #relationshipgoals an aspirational couple who have been together for more than 20 

years.  



Regular feature: Getting it off your chest. User generated content from twitter- what annoys you most 

about your other half.  

 

BUSINESS PLAN 

Rationale  

There is a gap in the market for a monthly glossy magazine that is aimed at couples. We are offering 

a new style of content that isn’t offered elsewhere. This magazine could be on the coffee table in a 

couple’s flat and they would both pick it up and be interested in what it has to say.  

Market sector 

While the consumer magazine market is struggling we have spotted a gap in the market, there is no 

lifestyle magazine that is dedicated to both men and women.  

Branding  

Our readers will expect stylish and classy images, honest and witty writing and a quality product that 

reflect and inform an urban lifestyle for both men and women. It is aspirational, we are reflecting a 

life they would want to lead. 

 Fashion conscious  

 Sexy 

 Classy 

 Urbane  

 Trendy 

 Relevant  

We aim to be informative, funny and something that both genders will enjoy whilst also tacking serious 

issues. 

Brand extension 

Spoon will host events for couples with sponsored spa days and cocktail evenings. We will look to host 

an awards ceremony each year to celebrate the most stylish couples, the most successful and the most 

influential which will reflect popular culture and also generate headlines.  

Advertising  

High street retailers who have both a male and female lines. Holiday companies that offer the city 

breaks that are readers go on.  

Social networking- sponsored tweets with the hashtag #HimVsHer with an accompanying YouTube 

advert or Vine of a couple fighting over the magazine, shot in black and white in a bedroom to create 

intimacy to demonstrate that both men and women want to read it.  

Marketing  

When the first issue is published we strongly believe there will be a ‘hype’ around the kind of content 

we are creating. The feature about couples and the general election will provoke a debate and we 

would aim to get the magazine spoken about on national TV discussion shows such as The Wright 



Stuff, Loose Women and This Morning, which will in turn generate a news story and subsequent 

discussion on Twitter.  

Distribution  

News stands, shops such as WHSmith, supermarkets and also look to go into high-street shops such 

as Topshop.  

Type of paper 

Glossy 

Cover price  

£3.50 

 

ENDS 


